2006 chevy tahoe

With room for up to 9 passengers, gutsy V8 engines and a long list of available options, it's no
wonder the Chevrolet Tahoe is one of the best-selling full-size SUVs on the market. Chevrolet is
no newcomer to the SUV game; it rolled out its version of a full-size sport-utility vehicle more
than 30 years ago. Its current model, the Chevrolet Tahoe, debuted in Formerly known as the
K-Blazer, the Tahoe was built to be a rough-and-ready, go-anywhere sort of ride. Back when it
first emerged, Chevy described it as a "rugged, multipurpose family vehicle that's at home on
and off the road," and the manufacturer has always seen to it that the vehicle is sturdy enough
to live up to this promise. The model year brought with it a complete redesign for the Chevrolet
Tahoe. Its decade-old platform was replaced with a new frame that was stronger and more rigid
than previous designs; the 'ute also got two new V8 engines that provided it with more
horsepower than ever before. The Tahoe continues to give drivers more of what has made the
vehicle a favorite with those seeking transportation that efficiently handles both on-road and
off-road adventures. With a roomy and comfortable interior, it makes a great weekend-getaway
machine. If you want a sport-utility that can handle passengers and cargo as well as it does a
backcountry road, the Chevrolet Tahoe should be on your short list. The Chevrolet Tahoe is
available in three trim levels. The base LS boasts standard features like tri-zone manual climate
control, a CD player, keyless entry, a driver information center, cruise control and OnStar. The
LS comes with two rows of seating and can accommodate up to six thanks to a front bench
seat; an optional third-row bench brings capacity to nine. The off-road-oriented Z71 model
offers a specially tuned suspension, front captain's chairs with heaters and way power
adjustment, leather upholstery and unique trim. Available options include a towing package,
second-row bucket seats, a DVD-based entertainment system, a sunroof and touchscreen
navigation system. The standard transmission is a four-speed automatic with a tow-haul mode
for improved performance under heavy loads. Four-wheel-drive models feature the push-button
Autotrac transfer case, which provides both 2WD and automatic 4WD modes for driving on the
street. The Chevy Tahoe can tow up to 7, pounds when properly equipped. Four-wheel antilock
disc brakes are standard, along with a stability control system. Front-seat side-impact airbags
are optional on all Tahoes, but full-length side curtain airbags are not available. In NHTSA crash
tests, the Chevrolet Tahoe scored four out of a possible five stars for its protection of front
occupants in frontal impacts. Either of the Chevrolet Tahoe's Vortec V8 engines delivers ample
power in most situations. Those who pull a trailer often would be wise to opt for the 5. The
suspension delivers a stable, smooth ride, regardless of whether the Chevrolet Tahoe travels on
or off pavement, while the steering is light enough to maneuver the big sport-ute easily in tight
situations. Inside, the Chevrolet Tahoe provides a simple layout with easy-to-read analog
instrumentation, user-friendly controls and well-cushioned seats. The quality of the materials,
however, could stand improvement, as many of the plastics look and feel cheap. Second-row
bucket seats are available when you order leather upholstery, as is a DVD-based entertainment
system. With no third row and the second-row seats folded, the Tahoe offers cubic feet of cargo
volume. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Chevrolet Tahoe. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Tahoe lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Spotty build quality, interior materials could use improvement. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Chevy
Tahoe receives OnStar and steering wheel-mounted audio controls as standard equipment.
Additionally, the StabiliTrak stability control system and a tire-pressure monitoring system are
now standard across the board. Read more. Write a review See all 16 reviews. I have the LT
model and I love it. It handles really well. Turning radius and parking are not a problem. After
reading the comments on sore bottoms, I feel like the seats could be more comfy, but I'm not
certain if I'm noticing something I otherwise wouldn't have. I have to say, that the seats are
much more comfortable than the ones in the Toyota Sequoia. The styling is elegant, if not
trendy. And speaking of legroom, the driver's seat has plenty of legroom, this is important if you
are tall like me. Read less. Knew for a long time what I wanted, but settled for a Blazer. It was ok,

but not what I had been wanting. Decided they weren't getting any cheaper;finally locate the
Tahoe. It was in another state; Bose speakers; burgundy; 3 row seats. Bought it in January
Drove miles to get it. Never looked back. The mileage is And I guess that's ok for as large a
vehicle it is. I travel in my job every months and I'm never tired when I arrive. The Tahoe is
everything I ever wanted. It looks like new. I've had several people wanting to buy it. It is now
over 10 years old and people still stop me wanting to buy it. I've kept it as clean as possible,
inside and out. Of course keeping it garaged helps. Looking around, but cannot seem to let it
go. We have bonded! Performance of Chevrolet Tahoe. Very reliable, comfortable ride for an
SUV. Smooth operation, very good transmission. Very good overall performance, satisfied
owner. It's not perfect, but it's perfect for me. If you absolutely gotta have the room an SUV
provides my job requires it , nothing comes close to Tahoe's bang-for- the-buck. My Z71 2wd
and yes they started offering 2wd in '06 had one add to the base sticker, XM. It does everything
about as well as anyone could expect from a tall, 2 ton SUV. So far, it's been as trouble-free as
my last 2 Tahoes were. See all 16 reviews of the Used Chevrolet Tahoe. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Tahoe. Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Would never go to kunes
again. They would not bring the van to one of their other dealerships that was closer to me to
look at. So i drove 2 hours to look at it. They did not disclose all the problems with the van. If
they had i wouldn't have gone to look at. Wasted my time. If i could I wouldn't give them even a
half star. Great place to buy a car. Helped me out had everything ready when I got there threw in
some extras. Made my wife and I very comfortable. Was fast and easy couldn't ask for more.
Thank you all at Kunes. Haven't made it up there yet. They responded quickly and i like the
reviews i have read. Great experience , the owner was very knowledgeable and worked with me
on the pricing knowing it was a first car for my son. I would highly recommend him. Dealer was
responsive and worked around my schedule. Totally hassle-free experience. They kept in touch
after my test drive but then I got the covid so terminated any further dealings. I've been to
Iraq-Afghanistan and around the world as well. This was the sleaziest business enterprise I've
ever encountered, the inside of the vehicles were saturated with odors and the office looked like
some sort storage facility. I purchased a vehicle the same day I visited this site at a professional
establishment. They answered all my questions, were helpful without being pushy and I think
genuinely helpful whatever my decision would be. Questionable quality and knowledge about
truck I looked at. I inspected it and I noticed the AC pump was missing and hoses were tied up
with wire, they had no idea it was like that. Looked at another truck and that had 3 different
types of tires on it and rears were bald. I called the dealership to schedule an appointment. The
car was ready for us when we got there, it was as advertised. The guys were great to work with.
Wonderful customer service! Will definitely return in the future for another vehicle! Thank you
for helping my roommate get herself a car She was nice. She left a voicemail and I am working a
lot right now and unable to respond. Jacob and Jake were amazing to work with. They were
never pushy and answered all our questions. Any question on the vehicle itself, they were
honest and upfront and we never felt they were being deceptive to sell a vehicle. They went
went above and beyond our expectations when buying a used vehicle. We will definitely
recommend them to our friends and family for their car purchasing needs!! Dealer sent me
some of the information I requested, said he had to check on two items but never got back to
me. Overall, very satisfied with this dealership. Polite and friendly, very helpful answering
questions I had. A great overall experience buying a used truck. Wes was quick to respond to
my search. We went on a test drive. I made an offer and took the pickup home. I have never
dealt with Auto Choice before, but would certainly give them another look when I need a pickup.
I was very disappointed because the night before I had asked if it was still available and was
told yes. Then the next morning after calling 3 times and leaving a message I finally had a call
returned and was told they had sold it earlier the day before. Very conflicting information and
the guy I spoke to seemed uninterested in even taking the phone call. They contacted me right
away and stated they're inventory changes weekly. So i'll keep my eye out. I enquired on two
vehicles. Response seemed very generic and scripted. Might be better to call directly. Drivers of
the Chevrolet Tahoe seem to really like their cars, raving about how much nicer it is inside and
out than the cars driven by friends, neighbors, or relatives. They site its smooth ride and
handling, yet complain the slightest bit about engine noise. The Tahoe has seating for 9, though
those in what we used to call the "way-back" might struggle a bit to get in-unless, of course,
they are still at the age where they call it the "way-back. The base engine is a 4. The bigger
engine-a 5. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in

their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Tahoe listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Overall, people seem very happy with their Tahoes. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! The flag is up and the
coffee is on at Dondelinger Auto Family! For more information please visit us at Right on the
corner and right on the price. Family owned since Please call or email to set an appointment
with a salesperson. We are located 7 minutes east of Highway on Highway 36 in Stillwater.
Contemporary Automotive would like to invite you to our dealership, to view the areas largest
Pre-owned inventory. Visit our website, Most Vehicles qualify for a for a 5yr Extended
Warranty!! Speaking of expectations, this Chevrolet Tahoe is sure to go above and beyond! This
vehicle is equipped with many options. Power Door Locks. Power Windows. With a power seat
in this vehicle every driver rides in comfort. Tired of the same songs on the radio everyday?
You can bring your personal music library with you on the road with this Tahoe's MP3 player!
To help this vehicle look better It has a nice set of Alloys on it! Stay cool on those long summer
road trips. Getting comfortable behind the wheel of this one is easy. It has a Tilt Steering Wheel.
Got a long road trip planned Cruise Control can help keep your speed under control! This one
also has Rear Defrost! Stay protected by driving a vehicle that has a Drivers Airbag Comfortable
Front Bucket Seats always make the drive go by quicker. The Cloth Interior on this car looks
good CD players are a must have for anyone Good thing this vehicle has one! When having to
slow down in inclement weather don't worry you have ABS to stop you safely. Be Ready for
Winter or Slippery conditions.. Four Wheel Drive gets you where you want to go. All advertised
prices are before sales tax, title, dmv, documentation, and dealer fees. Internet price is not
negotiable and based on financing with dealership. Most of our used vehicles are backed by our
Haley Preferred 90 days or miles comprehensive warranty, lifetime state inspections, and a 72
hour no questions asked return policy. See sales associate for details. The Smart Family would
like to thank you for the opportunity to assist in the purchase of your next new vehicle. For over
years the Smart family has been family owned and operated business in the heart of central
Arkansas. Offering the highest level of customer service and an outstanding purchase
experience has allowed our year tradition. We look forward to serving you and thanks again for
shopping Smart. With exceptional power, towing and handling, this SUV can handle anything
thrown at it. This gently driven vehicle has been well-kept and still has the showroom shine.
Intricately stitched leather and ergonomic design seats are among the details in which test
drivers say that Chevrolet Tahoe LT is in a league of its own More information about the

Chevrolet Tahoe: The Chevrolet Tahoe and Suburban both offer excellent cargo and towing
capacity, with the Suburban rated to pull as much as 9, pounds. A new active fuel management
system helps mitigate fuel economy issues associated with the big V8 engine, and an optional
third-row seat can expand passenger-carrying capacity to nine. The new frame-up redesign for
makes the Tahoe and Suburban more powerful, efficient, and better looking than ever before.
This model sets itself apart with Capacious cargo space, room for nine, and comfy rough-road
capability. We offer a free Lifetime Limited Powertrain Warranty with select pre-owned vehicles.
Exclusions include vehicles with K or more miles or from select exotic manufacturers. See
dealer for details. All of our used vehicles go thru a complete ASE Certified safety inspection.
All vehicles are one of each. All Pre-Owned or Certified vehicles are used. The offering price of
this vehicle is conditioned on a negotiated waiver of implied warranties. Call or see Dealer to
determine the form of the Buyers Guide on the vehicle. Prices exclude tax, title, and license. All
transactions are negotiable including price, trade allowance, interest rate of which the dealer
may retain a portion , term, and documentary service fee. MPG ratings on used vehicles are
based on original EPA estimates for that vehicle as it was at time of production. Any agreement
is subject to execution of contract documents. Customer is requested to verify the existence
and condition of any equipment listed. Blow out price. This vehicle is a trade in liquidation. This
is a non-certified vehicle. Vehicle to be sold in as-is condition. This vehicle is not eligible for
financing through the dealership. Vehicle comes with one key. This vehicle ran when it came in,
but now itneeds work. Come check it out and save BIG on cheap wheels or part itout for more
money. The vehicle identified is inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. After
youfix it, then it can be tested. This is a vehicle designated as wholesale and is scheduled to be
run at the auction within 30 days of arrival. In order to minimize cost, we have not made any
inspection, mechanical or cosmetic repairs to this vehicle. If you would like to view these
vehicles, please give us a call to setup an appointment. We will not finance these vehicles, if
you would like to buy one, we recommend cash or to arrange your own financing. We are not a
buy-here pay-here. We recommend having a mechanic of your choosing to look the vehicle over
prior to purchase. This vehicle doesnt qualify for overnight test drives. The vehicle price is very
close to what we believe we will sell it at the auction for with very little time and paperwork
involved. We will not add any agreed upon repairs to the selling price. It is the customers
responsibility to have the vehicle inspected by their mechanic in order to purchase this vehicle.
We would rather you not buy these vehicles than come back after having bought one expecting
us to repair something. You will be disappointed. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code
online yamaha repair manuals
jaguar s type electrical problems
2010 ford f250
to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only
show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 4, Cylinders 8 cylinders 5, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent
price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. Not provided. Title issue.
New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I have the
LT model and I love it. It handles really well. Turning radius and parking are not a problem. After
reading the comments on sore bottoms, I feel like the seats could be more comfy, but I'm not
certain if I'm noticing something I otherwise wouldn't have. I have to say, that the seats are
much more comfortable than the ones in the Toyota Sequoia. The styling is elegant, if not
trendy. And speaking of legroom, the driver's seat has plenty of legroom, this is important if you
are tall like me. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

